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Passing the Snatch Test
Earning a Kettlebell Instructor Certification is a worthwhile endeavor. However, many get hung up 
on the challenging Snatch Test (100 repetitions with a 24kg kettlebell for men/16kg for women in 5 
minutes). What many people fail to realize is that it is not simply an endurance test - it is a technique 
test that demonstrates you’ve put in the work learning how to do it properly. Having traveled all over 
the world teaching Kettlebell certifications I have seen many successes and many failures, so I 
know exactly where people go wrong.

Use Your Legs

The first thing you must understand about the snatch is that it is, in essence, a lower body exercise. 
Yes you have to hold on to it with your hand, but the movement is driven by your legs. To the 
untrained user, the snatch looks like an upper body movement and that is what causes the most 
common failure. Using your arm to lift the kettlebell overhead is 53lbs per arm. Using your legs is a 
mere 26.5lbs per leg. Your legs are much stronger than your arms (at least mine are) and can easily 
float a kettlebell overhead, provided your technique is solid. So the first rule of passing your test is to 
ensure that your legs are doing the work rather than your arms.

The second problem I see is pacing. In a 100m sprint, you are not going to worry about pacing, 
you’re simply going to sprint as fast as possible. If you were to run for 5 minutes straight, you 
would moderate the intensity level of every stride. The same rule applies to the snatch test; each 
rep should use as little effort as possible and the pace should be measured rather than as-fast-as-
possible.

There is a strong correlation between breathing and fatigue (of course), and you can actually modify 
your breathing to fatigue more slowly or more quickly. If you deliberately hyperventilate before a 
1-mile run, you’re going to be dead in the water, but if you slow your breathing methodically you will 
be able to last much longer than you would otherwise. So it is imperative to make your breathing as 
relaxed as possible.
Build a Solid Foundation

Use Your Legs

Pace Yourself

Breathe
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The final mistake I see many people make is progressing to snatches too quickly, or simply 
being too weak. Getting distracted by something that seems “more advanced” is a common trap 
that exercisers fall into and the swing is seen as just a gateway movement to the snatch. This is 
unfortunate because, as I outline in Kettlebell Essentials, the swing actually has more practical 
benefits than the snatch. Don’t get caught up in what seems more advanced, focus on improving 
your skills across the board. The swing is also a terrific way to overload the same movement with a 
much heavier weight. Imagine your delight at picking up a 24kg bell for snatches after you’ve had a 
steady diet of 48kg one-arm swings for reps -- it will feel like a little toy in your hand.

Being successful in the snatch test is about understanding what your limiting factors are. For many, 
the grip is the limiting factor, so you should have more hand switches (switching every 10 is a great 
way to go). If grip doesn’t limit you, it makes sense to do less transitions (25 left /25 right/10 left/10 
right...).

Test
Technique:

The best way I have found to get your snatch technique dialed in first is short practice sessions 
with only one hand switch at a slow pace. This allows you to focus on your technique, breathing, 
and pacing.

Strength & Conditioning:
Getting your conditioning and strength dialed in is as simple as one arm swing intervals with a 
heavy kettlebell for 5 minutes total time.

5 MINUTE ONE ARM SWING INTERVALS 
10 left, rest for the remainder of first 30 seconds, 10 right, rest for remainder of next 30 seconds. 

Repeat for 5 total minutes for a total of 100 swings. 
(ex: :00-:30 x10 one-arm swings Left

       :30-:60 x10 one arm swings Right 
       :60-:90 x10 one arm swings Left....)

Build a Solid Foundation

Grip Strength

Training for the Test
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Start with a kettlebell you can complete all 5 minutes with and work up in weight. As you jump up in 
weight, you can drop the amount of repetitions from 10 to 7 to get adjusted to the heavier bell. Work 
up to a 48kg kettlebell.

You will find that after doing this as a finisher to your workouts, you will see a great benefit to your 
swings, snatches, and overall strength. Even if you are not planning on doing the snatch test I think 
it is a very worthwhile goal to perform 100 one arm swings with a 48kg in 5 minutes.

Once a week, perform the full snatch test at 80% effort to see where you are in your training and 
find out what your limiting factor is.

Good Luck!


